Guided Messages from the Other Side with Claudette Godin &
Book Signing with Mike Ellis
Mike Ellis
I’ve worked for over forty years in the stock brokerage business. I had some
interest in parapsychology in my younger years but day to day life takes
over. It wasn’t until my wife went through the difficult loss of her daughter
many years later and was referred to Claudette by a medical professional
that I decided I might also benefit from this as well. Thus began my
eleven year journey culminating in my book Guided Messages from the Other
Side – a Spiritual Journey. My transformation took place with the help of my
loved ones from the other side – Guides and Teachers and some
unexpected surprises. I thank my Higher Guidance for inspiring me to
write this book with the hope that it may be of help to others.
I look forward to meeting you at my book signing at Energy
Wisdom & Tea Lounge Saturday, Sept. 7, 2019.

Claudette Godin
Spiritualist Medium since mid 80’s with the Spiritualist community; an
accredited clairvoyant, healer & lecturer with the Spiritualist Church of
Canada (SCC). Had membership with a long list of healing and
spiritualist organisation in Canada, England and USA throughout this
wonderful journey. I had the privilege of being part of a couple of
documentaries on the afterlife and working as a medium and teacher
nationally and internationally. I was a regular worker as a workshop
facilitator, medium & healer at the Lily Dale Spiritualist Assembly
New York for a 10 year period then I moved to BC. Opened
a holistic centre, Wings of Dove, in Steveston Village that was
in operation nearly 6 years. Though I’m semi-retired (LOL), I’m
very active in the Spiritualist community here and abroad… I am the Canadian
representative for the International Spiritualist Federation in England, www.theisf.com, I had the
pleasure of serving the ISF as a medium and workshop facilitator, while taking educational courses to
continue my mediumistic development in subjects that are not available for me in Canada. I love my
work with Spirit in all the varied aspects of mediumship whether it is various modalities of healing,
spiritual counselling/readings or facilitating workshops and retreats.
Lastly, I have been featured in Mike Ellis’ book, Guided Messages from the Other Side, and it gives me
great pleasure to support Mike & his book by doing a demo of spirit messages at Energy Wisdom & Tea
Lounge Saturday, Sept. 7, 2019.
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